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FIRST WORD … THIS MONTH  
Reminiscence!  
by John Allen 

Reminiscence is open to everyone but it is increasingly 
important to old codgers like me and I have been spurred to 
dig into my own archive, memory bank etc.  I hope you will 
find some of the following mildly interesting - for a few, I 
know it will stir up various memories, some perhaps best 
forgotten!  At the same time, given my present physical 
frailty, I hope it will not serve as an epitaph! 

It was brought home to me how time gradually whittles away 
at performance when I was watching runners go by in the 
club’s 10 mile handicap race ( quite a few years ago )and at 
the time I recalled my own first 10 miler when the boy Jones 
and I competed in the Master and Maidens event at 
Cranleigh.  We ran together and sprinted the last 100 yards 
flat out to finish in just over 71 minutes - oh how I would love 
to be able to do that now.   

This lead me to our other great achievement in that year 
(1981) – the Master and Maidens Marathon at Guildford. We 
were really getting the running bug at that time and had 
trained like mad including the Guildford Boundary run which, 
as you can imagine, was on the hilly side and over 20 miles 
to boot.  All went well in the first half of the marathon but I 
don’t suppose he would mind me saying that Gareth started 
to struggle in the second and I spent a lot of time 
encouraging him to keep going, including telling him that I 
had been “seeing” his wife, hoping that he would chase me 
along the course!  We both finished in under 4 hours I’m 
pleased to say - our first. 

I went a bit marathon mad and Old Red Hat and I went to 
quite a few races - the more memorable being Reykjavik and 
Antrim.  7 or 8 of us spent the weekend in Iceland and one of 
our runners was the first British finisher.  Gloria, Rob’s wife, 
made a rare appearance on the roads in an accompanying 
event and finished in a very creditable time.  The abiding 
memory of the trip (apart from running the entire marathon in 
driving rain) was when we visited the hot springs and sat in 
the baths in the open air surrounded by icy landscapes and 
glaciers! Just as spectacular was the trip to Geyser where 
steaming hot water erupts out of the earth at regular 
intervals – something I will never forget. 

Antrim was totally different; a beautiful run along the coast 
road to Carrickfergus but what I remember most was the 
evening after the race when Rob and I were enjoying some 
Guinness in a hotel bar.  We got into conversation with one 
of the locals who seemed friendly enough but all of a sudden 
chairs and tables started flying across the room and bodies 
reeled to and fro, including that of our new found friend. Just 
as suddenly, as the ruckus started, however, peace broke 
out, our friend returned and we got back to the Guinness. 

I made a solitary trip to Barbados in 1985 and can still hear 
the lead car, an open backed lorry carrying a steel band, 
disappearing into the darkness as the race got under way at 
6am!!  It was already very warm at that time and there was 
no sign of the sun.   I still have a copy of the local paper with 

me taking a ( fully clothed ) shower at one of the sites rigged 
up along the course.  Another abiding memory is of a local 
Bajan offering me a joint to help me on my way!  I declined 
and still managed to finish in under 4 hours. 

There have been less glamorous events of course – Gareth 
and I used to in the monthly events organised by the Master 
and Maidens organisation on Sunday mornings and I vividly 
recall running round Holmwood Common one time in ankle 
deep mud and water, followed by a swill in the lake ! 

And then there was Ampthill...I think it was Peter Harvey’s 
idea that we should board a bus early on a Saturday 
morning, drive to the middle of Bedfordshire and then run 
round three laps of a very heavy course including one of the 
worst hills I’ve ever run up.  As compensation, there were 
two taps dispensing very cold water to help you remove the 
caked mud.  There was a trophy – the Ampthill Belt - for the 
best run of the day and I believe it is still in the club’s 
possession. Perhaps we could revive the trip... 

There are many other memories but I will save them for 
another time.  

 
 
CLUB NEWS 
7th Recurring Handicap 
by Andy Stalley 
The latest club handicap race was run on Thursday, 4th 
March 2010, with eighteen members running in cool but fine 
conditions.  Many thanks to Lisa and Alison, who 
volunteered to be our timekeepers. 

Having calculated the handicap times it looked to me that 
Kate Langley and Gill were the pre-race favourites; as both 
were running well and faster than before, but would there be 
a surprise winner?  Without the defending champion, Ray, 
there was a good chance of a sixth different person winning. 

Gill was first away and ran a very strong race to beat her 
handicap time by a big two minutes and 55 seconds, a clear 
minute faster than Chris who ran strongly to finish second.  
Mel was third in a rare outing over a short distance, one 
minute and 30 seconds inside her handicap. 

The handicap system will favour someone who is running 
well at the time and as Gill has had a string of PB’s, before 
and after the Recurring Handicap, then it was not surprising 
that she was a clear winner. 

The aim is to get everyone to finish within two minutes either 
way of their handicap time and with fourteen members inside 
that, this was the closest handicap race of the seven run so 
far.  Nine members beat their handicap times and Steve 
actually ran exactly the same time as predicted. 

In terms of pure speed, Richard was the fastest ever over 
the course in 34:24, 35 seconds quicker than Dave Ross.  
Steve edged out brother Shaun for third place by six 
seconds. 
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Dave’s world record attempt at the first Virgin 
London Marathon 
Dave Ross is attempting a Guinness world record at the 
Virgin London Marathon on the 25 April!  
He will be attempting to run the fastest marathon dressed as 
a cartoon character! 

 
On the 25th April, Dave Ross IS Fred Flintstone! 

Dave is also raising some money for Guide Dogs for the 
Blind Association via his on-line Justgiving page: 
http://www.justgiving.com/175marathons 
Martin has kindly volunteered to be Dave's official race 
photographer and Andy will be a witness to Dave's attempt, 
as is required by Guinness. 

If anyone would like to go along and support Dave, that 
would also be a great boost for him! 
 
Committee Meetings 
Our next Committee meetings will take place as follows: 

Thursday 8th April 2010 (Pre-AGM) at 8pm 

Tuesday 4th May 2010 (AGM) at 8pm 

 

Your Committee 
John Ivers   Chair & Secretary 
Melanie Johnstone Treasurer 
John Allen Club President & Club Rep on the 

Surrey County Management 
Committee 

Ruth Cottam   Member without Portfolio 
Nicola Stevenson Club Kit Sales 
Andy Flett   Cross Country Secretary 
Alison Fox   Press Officer 
Martin Lloyd   Club Website Manager 
Allan Rumbles   Membership Secretary 
Andrew Stalley   Club Handicap & Championships 

 

RACE RESULTS  
 Leith Hill Half – 6 March 
 
Name   Time 
Kate Knight (L50)   3:55 (cb) 

Kate reported:  
"A tough hilly race, but a great day, and a good race to run, 
also very pleased to say I managed a PB, my quickest time 
previously was 3.25 and this race I made it home in 3.17. 
so well pleased to have pb'd by 8 mins." 

 

 Wellingborough Multi-terrain series – 5 miles 
– 7 March 

Runner   Time 
Gordon Mathewson   34:09 
Paul Brooke (M60)  42:01  

Paul reported: 
"Gordon Mathewson - 34'09 [1st SuperVet] and Paul 
Brooke - 42'01 
A sharp overnight frost resulted in the surface of the 
challenging Wendover Woods course being hard and 
uneven."  
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 East Surrey League – 13 March 
A 4 x 2.1 mile relay round Box Hill. 

Place    Runner   Time 
8   Andy Stalley (M45)  13:20 

Nicola Stevenson  14:22 
Martin Lloyd (M45)  13:23 
Keith Dunning (M45)  13:32 

     
 

19 Gill Stalley (L45)   18:15 
Rupert Quested (M60)  18:08 
Annette Helliwell (L50)  18:48 
Andy Southern   13:57 

    
The 3rd revision of the official results has the times almost 
right, but it seems Annette's time is still wrong by a minute. 

 
 Silverstone Half – 14 March 
Place Runner   Time   
2938   Wendy Matlock (L35)   2:04:04 
 
 Hasting Half Marathon – 21 March 
Well done to Richard on a new pb by 2s, and Kate by 3:27, 
despite moaning how hard and how many the hills were 
and how rose-tinted the course description had been from 
certain members beforehand. This was a tight one between 
Rich and Martin, with Martin needing another couple of 
hundred metres to catch Richard. 
 
Place    Runner                     Finish time   Chip time 
218   Richard Fox (M40)  1:31:26 1:31:13 (pb) 

225  Martin Lloyd (M45)  1:31:37 1:31:32  

363  Bill Walsh (M45)   1:35:10 1:34:57  

1105  Nicola Stevenson  1:47:53 1:44:53  

1993  Ruth Cottam (L45)  1:59:14 1:56:13  

2459  Kate Langley   2:06:29 2:03:05 (pb) 

2460  Annette Helliwell (L50)  2:06:29 2:03:05  

3853  Kate Knight (L50)  3:00:28 2:57:04  
 

 Monaco 21.1k – 21 March 
Runner                                  Finish time   Chip time 
Andy Southern     1:47:57 1:47:15  

Andy reported: 
 "Having grown up watching Formula 1 and often 
wondering what it would be like to go to Monaco, home of 
the only street circuit in the Formula 1 Grand Prix calendar, 
I decided to tackle the only marathon in the world which 
takes in 3 countries - Monaco, Italy and France. All was 
well until I found out the full marathon had been cancelled 
due to French elections and so it was changed to a half 
marathon within the principality of Monaco, 2nd only to the 
Vatican as the smallest country in the world! 

The start line of the 21K / half marathon was the same 
Start / Finish line as the Formula 1 Grand Prix. Pole and 
other grid positions were visible all down the straight. 
Provisional work for the Grand Prix was already underway 
as it takes 6 weeks to prepare the course, the pit lane had 
already had a fresh coat of red tarmac! The weather 
conditions were perfect, the flags on the poles were 
motionless and, although a little humid, it was dry. 

The 9am start headed towards the 1st turn on the course, 
the same for the GP and 21K, the difference being runners 
turned immediate right onto Av President J.F. Kennedy and 
not up the Avenue D'Ostende - the steep uphill road that 
leads to Casino Square on the GP circuit. A quick out and 
back, (the turnaround being the small chicane after the 
tunnel exit) and we headed for the swimming pool complex 
- 2 chicanes before doing a 180 at Rasscass and turning 
right past the entrance to the pit lane and over the start line 
again. 

Where we had first turned right we now turned left uphill 
Rue Grimaldi, a few hundred meters later and a right hand 
turn into a roundabout / tunnel system built into the rock! 
The following 4kms undulated along Boulevard du Lavotto 
through 2 tunnels and across 2 bridges. The 2nd bridge 
had the world famous Fairmont Chicane to the left, (at 
30mph one of the slowest bends on any Grand Prix circuit) 
and to the right the famous tunnel under the Fairmont hotel, 
(among the fastest sections of any Grand Prix circuit at 
170+mph!) 

At 5.5km the route dropped down a ramp onto Avenue 
Princesse Grace, so many of the roads in Monaco are 
named after Princes and Princesses it's easy to mix them 
up. The turnaround was by the lush Monte Carlo beach 
hotel, kerching! At 7kms the Fairmont Tunnel was upon us 
and we were back on track, literally. I've lost count of how 
many times I've seen Grand Prix cars go screaming into 
that tunnel, now it was my turn - on foot! The noise inside 
this tunnel on Grand Prix day must be immense, especially 
on the 1st lap as 26 of motoring’s most highly charged cars 
descend into it from the hairpin for the 1st time. It took me 3 
minutes to emerge into the daylight at the other end then 
around the small chicane and back to the swimming pool 
complex once again. 
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At Rasscass / the pit lane entry the course veered left into 
Tunnel T3 - T4, a 2 lane, 2 tunnel constructions. This 
system enters Fontvielle, the newest area of Monaco which 
has been reclaimed from the sea. Above on top of the 
peninsula is Monaco-ville, the old town and home to Prince 
Albert of Monaco and his palace, the cathedral and the 
impressive Oceanographique Museum and Aquarium. 
Upon entering the tunnel the lead runner was already at the 
11k, a full 1k ahead. The route heads south, 
circumnavigates the rose garden and passes the heliport 
with its 5 landing pads. Now heading north to skirt the 
Stade Louis II Olympic stadium and back into the Tunnel 
T3 - T4, uphill to Boulevard Albert 1ER and back to the 
Grand Prix start / finish line and 12k. 

With all that in the bag it was time for the 2nd lap! I felt a 
little tired heading up Rue Grimaldi for the 2nd time and the 
undulation of the 2nd tunnel on Boulevard du Lavotto was 
telling, my legs were feeling heavy so I just had to dig in. 
Support was minimal along the route but the feed stations 
were excellent with fruit, water, sugar and biscuits. I had 2 
bottles of water throughout the run and a sponge to keep 
me cool, wearing a sleeveless & shorts was a wise choice 
today. At 15k there was a timing mat which I reached at 
1:17 exactly but my Garmin was not on its best behaviour, 
a low battery and lack of reception underground in the 
tunnels led to a somewhat sporadic recording of the run, by 
11 miles it had given up the ghost! 

Upon entering the Fairmont tunnel for the 2nd time I had 
gauged the last 4km of the course, it was time to apply 
myself to as strong a finish as possible. Runners who had 
passed me between 14 / 15km were in my sights and 
slowly and surely I started passing some of them! It was a 
strange feeling to actually overtake runners and feel strong 

this late in a tough run. I ran hard for 1.5km then came 
Tunnel T3 - T4 for the 3rd and final time. The ascent was 
long enough and the last 2km was tough too, I wanted a 
PB but had nothing to gauge my time! The timing mat at 10 
/ 20km read 1:42ish and with 1km left a PB was not 
possible (1:44:48 in Liverpool on 29/3/09). Little did I know 
but as I rounded the last corner to enter the stadium 
Rachelle, my cheering, jumping, whooping support spotted 
me. I was "in the zone" focused only on finishing and 
completely missed her! 

A cheeky 50m ramp into the stadium led to the 1st of the 4 
bends all on a running track (the water jump had been 
sectioned off thankfully!) I rounded the last corner and 
crossed the finish line in 1:47:57, job done. This was my 
1st half marathon since the Bewl 15 last July so all told I'm 
happy with the outcome. Monaco is a special, unique place 
and although I intended to do a marathon completing a half 
marathon inside the 2nd smallest country in the world is 
quite a memorable event." 

 

 Equinox Run – 28 March 
Gordon Mathewson (M50)   1:44:28 
Paul Brooke (M60)   2:04:03 

Paul reported: 
"The Beds/Bucks duo travelled to Elkington in 
Northamptonshire to take part in the Equinox Run [14.2 
miles] an event organised for mountain bikers, runners and 
walkers to raise funds for the Rainbows Hospice for 
children and young people. The route was 'point to point' 
from Elkington to Peatling Magna in Leicestershire via 
Stanford-on-Avon, Gravel Hill, Walcote, Gilmorton and 
Peatling Parva and consisted of country roads and dirt 
tracks. Although the sun was shining, a cold headwind and 
a number of significant uphill sections - the last quarter of a 
mile into Peatling Magna was uphill - meant the run was 
challenging. The tea and biscuits - bourbons and chocolate 
chips - in the Village Hall at the finish were most 
welcome !!!"                    
 
 

MARATHON NEWS 
Reports on what Collingwood members got up to at 
March’s marathons and ultras this month!  

 Duchy Marathon – 7 March 
Place Runner   Time 
193   Rob Wilson (M75)   5:23:06 
 

 Steyning Stinger – 7 March 
Place Runner   Time 
24 Richard Fox (M40)   3:55 
28   Andy Stalley (M45)  3:58 
45   Steve Cooney   4:17 
56   Bill Walsh (M45)   4:22 

Andy reported: 
"Richard is now officially a true Collingwood marathoner! 
Four Collingwood members travelled down to Sussex for 
the 9th Steyning Stinger off-road marathon, over the lovely 
South Downs, but with a number of good climbs, hence the 
title as it has four major ‘Stings’. 

The race started in cold conditions on rock-hard ground 
under clear blue skies. It clearly warmed up in the second 
half of the race, but as the wind got up, it never really felt 
any hotter. However, the ground thawed and the conditions 
became very slippery under foot on a number of sections. 
One stretch from 18 to 19 miles, along a very rutted and 
very wet and muddy uphill section was particularly hard on 
the legs. 

Richard Fox and Andy Stalley started out together 
swapping places on numerous occasions, twice as Richard 
failed to follow the clear course markings to go off route. 
The first time he followed a jogger out for his Sunday 
exercise, but not in the race and the second time following 
a Reigate Priory runner. Richard clearly has the 
navigational ability of a true Collingwood marathoner, a skill 
which he has acquired in just five marathons. 26.2 miles 
over the South Downs is clearly not enough, so an extra 
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0.5 miles made Richard’s finishing time even better and 
shows clear potential for a road marathon PB in the near 
future. 

Richard eventually broke away after 21 miles to finish in 
3.55, a personal best time for an off-roader, having really 
enjoyed the views of the South Downs and Worthing. He 
nearly had another detour near the finish, slipping off the 
path on a steep muddy downhill section, only saved by a 
helpful bush. 

Andy only realised that this was a 118-118 weekend on the 
route down, having completed his 118th parkrun yesterday 
and today being his 118th marathon. He persuaded the 
registration desk to allow him to have the race number 118. 
Andy finished in 3.58, a time that was better than recent 
outings; having run well up to 17 miles and again after 22 
miles, but in between was a challenge. 

Steve Cooney and Bill Walsh worked together for large 
sections of the route until 22 miles, when Steve pushed on 
to finish in 4.17, in his 104th marathon; having broken his 
103-103 (again parkruns and marathons). 

Bill was not far behind in 4.22, his 13th marathon and 
stated the course was “b$^&*$ hard!” Both had a slight 
detour when someone moved a direction arrow on the 
route, which also affected a large percentage of the field. 

All four enjoyed the cooked breakfast at the finish, but 
amazingly Steve only had two cups of tea; far off his PB of 
seven. No medal, but a shot glass for finishing." 

 

 Bedford Clanger – 14 March 
Place Runner   Time 
1   Dave Ross (M40)   3:55 
2  Andy Stalley (M45)  3:57 
6  Steve Cooney (M40)  4:16 
20  Melanie Johnstone  4:38 
28  Allan Rumbles (M40)  4:43 

Andy reported:  
"Five Collingwood marathoners travelled to the start at Box 
End Park Watersports Centre, south of Bedford for the first 
"Bedford Clanger", a mixed terrain marathon, where the 
route was a 27.15 mile circular course around Bedford. It 
was mostly off road following footpaths and where possible 
stayed in open countryside. The course was not marked, 
but excellent written route instructions were issued at the 
start. 

The course was very flat with only one very short hill to 
speak of. Conditions were good underfoot and the weather 
fine, but with occasional strong winds. You could start 
when you wanted so telling where you were on the day was 
impossible. 

Mel Johnstone, Dave Ross, Steve Cooney and Andy 
Stalley started together, with Allan Rumbles following 
behind with two other 100 Marathon Club members. 

Andy and Dave forged ahead and stayed roughly together 
until the last couple of miles when Dave pushed on to finish 
in 3:55, in first place, with Andy two minutes behind, in 
second place. Dave however did on three occasions 
previously disappear into the distance ahead of Andy; just 
a pity that he was not on the race route! 

Steve was next in having helped another 100 Marathon 
Club member around, to finish in 4:16, in 6th place. Mel 
came in with a time of 4:38, in 20th place; which given 
some nasty blisters on her feet was an excellent 
achievement. Allan was a little held up by one of his 
running partners suffering a leg injury, so finished in 4:43, 
in 28th place. There were 56 finishers. 

Mel, who was wearing green, was escorted down one path 
by a large butterfly, in a perfectly matching green. How did 
Mel coordinate that? Other than that, a pleasant day out in 
Bedfordshire. 

Excellent value event, only £4 for three checkpoints with 
food and drink at the finish, which included ‘Bedford 
Clangers’, a sort of sausage roll with meat at one end and 
apple at the other." 

 

 Sevenoaks Circular Walk – 21 March 
Place Runner   Time 
3   Andy Stalley (M45)   5:24 

Andy reported: 
“I was the only Collingwood runner at the 35th Sevenoaks 
Circular Walk, organised by the Kent LDWA, starting and 
finishing at the Sevenoaks Rugby Club. However, the day 
started a little oddly as I arrived at the start of last year’s 
event, the Sevenoaks Cricket Club. I thought it was easy to 
park, not surprising really. 

Anyway, unusually for an LDWA Challenge event all 
walkers and runners started together at 8am, meaning that 
after 100 yards I was in the lead with no one to assist me 
with the course narrative. The event is meant to be 30 
miles, but after running with Richard and Dave in the last 
two weeks, I clearly had caught their ‘navigational virus’. 
This was going to be a really eventful and painful run! 

Firstly, I slid ten foot down and across a very muddy path 
into a large bush that thankfully saved me from injury. 
Conditions were good in part, very muddy and slippery in 
parts and there were some very claggy clay fields, making 
going not that easy on a constantly undulating route, with 
many gates and stiles. 

Next, I started a really heavy nose cold, which I really 
wanted. Then, I smashed my left ankle into a metal sqeeze 
gate. If you thought that you heard a very loud scream this 
morning, it was me. Cut, bruised and swollen, my ankle 
settled after a few miles, but became very painful for the 
last ten miles. 

By 8 miles I was about 600 yards in the lead and running 
well. At the second checkpoint at 8½ miles, I was 600 
yards off the lead in fifth place. I completely missed a 
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waymark, partly obscured by a hedge and took a lovely 
tour of an orchard and some country lanes, before 
approaching the waymark for the second time and seeing it, 
arghhh! 

I got back to second and then took a tour of the local golf 
course, watching a low drive pass ten foot over my head. I 
got back in to the lead by the third checkpoint, before 
getting myself totally confused by the route narrative. It said 
‘turn right on to the path and the path bears left’. However, 
the turn was left and the bend right. Not only did I add 
distance, I lost time stacks of time as well. So, back in 
fourth and struggling with my ankle, I decided to write the 
day off as, ‘a bad day at the office’. 

I jogged into the finish, only just in third place; having 
added two extra miles to the event, which cost me about 
thirty minutes in total. If I had stayed on route, I would have 
been comfortably first; clearly I am a true Collingwood 
marathoner! My finishing time on my Garmin was 5:24. 

£5 got coffee and biscuits at the start; four checkpoints with 
a great array of food and drink; beans on toast and coffee 
at the finish; a certificate and results to be posted out this 
week. Another great LDWA event. Now, all I have to do is 
free my ankle enough to get to work in the morning!" 

 

 Cotwsold Ultra – 21 March 

Runner      Time 
Dave Ross (M40)   4:39 

   Allan Rumbles (M40)  5:06 
   Steve Cooney (M40)  5:25 
   Melanie Johnstone  5:44 

Allan reported: 
"Four Collingwood members travelled to the village of 
Temple Guiting today for the Cotswold Ultra Marathon, a 
35 mile road event through the countryside. 

The race start was over a mile from the race HQ so we had 
to walk up a big hill to get there, a small taste of what was 
to come. They held the entire field of runners back at HQ 
for an additional 15 mins or so due to getting the marshals 
out on the course, which in the end was a good thing as 
due to a badly fitting door Dave had managed to get 
himself locked in the handicapped toilet!!! 

The race itself started over 15 mins late but once we got 
going it was out into the beautiful Cotswold countryside & 
for once the sun was shining down on us. At one stage I 
was considering going shirtless as I'd overdone it with my 
longsleeve shirt. No incidents to report during the race 
other than the course itself being very, very undulating with 
a couple of nasty hills thrown in for good measure. 

Dave was the first one home for Collingwood in a time of 
4.39. I was next in 5.06 followed by Steve in 5.31 & last but 
not least Mel came in with a time of 5.55. 

Mel, Dave & Steve were using this run as part of their 
training for the Comrades 56 mile Ultra Marathon in South 

Africa in May, whilst I was using it as a warm up for next 
week's Oner a 78.6 mile Ultra in Dorset. 

We were all very pleased with our performances today & 
with the organisation & checkpoints for the race. We got a 
nice crystal paperweight for our efforts & we were also 
rewarded with some free cake at the end as well. All in all a 
great day out." 

Mel added: "Slight correction to times - Steve 5h 25 mins 
and me 5h 44. I didn't start my Garmin, so I worked out the 
time from 10am start but of course we started late and my 
official time is 5 h 44 so even happier!!!!" 

 

 The Oner 78.6 mile Ultra – 27 March 

Place   Runner      Time 
12  Allan Rumbles (M40)  21:06:00   

Allan reported:  
"This event started for me as a chance remark on the Ultra 
marathon thread on Fetcheveryone, I had no intention of 
doing it as I’d already booked up Glasgow to Edinburgh as 
my ultra for the month, however due to the flu I missed this 
race & so had decided not to do anything other than The 
Cotswolds Ultra on the 21st instead. 

This all changed quite suddenly when the Oner thread 
opened with the stunning line of “Stupid”, followed by “Does 
a little Jig” then myself with “Mentalist”. A general chit-chat 
ensued with all the usual nonsense & then the killer post 
appeared. 

“The history of this event goes some way to describing how 
hard the event is. In 2007, 20 runners started the course 
and only 5 finished. In 2008 the event had to be pulled at 
the first check point as the weather had deteriorated to the 
point where preventing loss of life became a priority. The 
50 or so runners were taken to a shelter point until 5am 
when they started a short version of the course (50 miles!). 
Only 18 made it to the end. If you want a real 'life' challenge 
do this race. If you want an easy life, don’t” 

Organised by Votwo the weekend is split into 2 different 
events, one is 3 very hard Marathons spread over 3 days 
(The JCC) or you could choose the Oner & do all 3 non-
stop in 24hrs. 

Well that was that really, those of you who know me, know 
that I cannot resist a challenge like that, so I signed up for 
the Oner the next day. 

That was it then; at 6pm on Saturday the 27th of March we 
were standing in a field near Charmouth in Dorset about to 
retrace the route that several hundred marathon runners 
had taken 2 days previously doing the JCC. A quick group 
photo followed & then with the casualness I love about 
Ultra marathon running the starter just shouted “GO” & that 
was it, we were off. 

Having never done this distance before I didn’t really have 
a gameplan or tactics for this, but having my one & only 
DNF along this coastline I knew how tough it potentially 
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was & that I was going to walk the hills & take it steady 
going down them. What I didn’t realise was how bad the 
mud was going to be! The first couple of miles were ok & I 
took it nice & steady, nobody seemed to be in too much of 
a hurry although a couple of folk just headed off into the 
distance at about twice my speed. After the first few miles 
the mud kicked in & that was that really, it all seemed to 
degenerate from there! I was having a particularly bad time 
of it as I just couldn’t seem to get my feet out of the mud & 
my headtorch was next to useless as it was just reflecting 
back from the water on the floor & so it seemed to make 
the mud look just like a pond. At the race briefing were told 
to try running without them as your night vision should be 
able to cope & so I turned it off. Worked great for about a 
mile or so until I was going down some wooden steps, 
didn’t see where they started & then twisted my ankle. I 
was in agony as it’s an old injury & so I knew that it could 
go 1 of 2 ways, if I took it easy for about 15 minutes & it 
didn’t swell up then I’d be ok, if it did swell up then that 
would be game over for me. Quickly popped about 4 
ibuprofen (I know that’s too many but I was a worried man) 
& tried to slow my pace for a while. This was a bit harder 
than it seemed as I’d joined up with a group of runners & 
we seemed to be working well together in a team & I didn’t 
really want to lose that comfort zone as I was feeling quite 
low at that point. The pills worked in that they stopped the 
pain & I didn’t get any swelling but they never helped the 
mud. At this stage it was truly awful, we were less than 10 
miles into a 78 mile race & all I could think about was 
binning it as I just couldn’t get any grip anywhere. I think I 
used & heard about every swear word going over the next 
couple of hours as we all struggled with the terrain. 

All this time our group was getting smaller & smaller & I 
ended up running with James Adams & Mark Cockbain, 2 
legends in the ultra running world & I felt quite honoured to 
be in their company. We stayed in our little group for the 
rest of the first Marathon & finished it in just over 6hrs. I 
managed to break out of my melancholy at this point and 
actually started to look forward to the next phase. 

Off to Portland to run around the island. Glad to get out of 
the mud we set off at quite a good pace to try to make up a 
bit of time, we soon slowed down though as the fog was 
coming in as we were running around the cliff edge side of 
the Quarry. Only being inches away from a cliff edge in the 
fog really does sharpen all your senses & it did get a bit 
hair-raising at times. I slowed down to a walk at this point 
as there was more mud on the ground & I didn’t fancy 
taking a header into the sea. 

We found checkpoint 5 fairly easy & we all took the time for 
a brew, nice warm sugary coffee to keep us awake was the 
order of the day, Mark was the first one to head out as he 
seemed to be anxious about the cut off times. We all 
followed him & by now our group numbered about 6, we 
pushed on quite hard made good time until we went 
passed the prison, somehow all of us missed the coastal 
path sign & we ended up on the road heading into the 
centre of the island, luckily we were caught up by a support 
crew member who told us of our error & we quickly back 
tracked. We made a couple more wrong turnings in 

Portland before we finally got ourselves back on track & 
headed in the right direction. Checkpoint 6 & some warm 
food, Pasta & another brew were in order, Mark was getting 
very concerned about the cut offs now but James & myself 
were a lot more relaxed about it & thought that we’d be fine. 
We flew out of the checkpoint & hammered through the 
town of Weymouth to try & make up any lot time, James at 
this moment made a comment about shorts & running 
tights which upset one of the other runners a little bit but 
hey ho, never mind. Through the town & helped by a local 
runner who did our guiding for us we got to witness the 
4am kick out of the local clubs & kebab shops, ah 
teenagers, you’ve just got to love them. 

Back on the coastal trail now & the sun was starting to 
come up, we all felt a lot happier now as we could start to 
see exactly where we were putting our feet. It’s amazing 
how little light you actually do need to see properly when 
you’ve been running in the dark for hours. We stopped for a 
few photos on the way to Lulworth Cove as the scenery 
was just fantastic, watching the sun rise along the coast 
seemed to make the nights efforts all worthwhile & although 
we still had about 30 miles to go I somehow seemed 
reassured that all would be well. 

Lulworth Cove &the end of the 2nd Marathon, time taken so 
far was about 12.5hrs in pretty awful conditions & although 
this last section had the reputation of being the hardest I 
was feeling confident about getting to the end in plenty of 
time. 

I soon found out that its reputation was in my opinion very 
understated. The hills were absolutely horrific, we were 
having to take rest breaks walking up them & at one point I 
was on my hands & knees just trying to climb up as my 
quads & calves were burning with the pain of working so 
hard. We really had a very hard time of this section & I took 
us 6hrs or so to do 13 miles at one point we only managed 
half a mile in 30 minutes!! Tough goes nowhere near to 
describe it. We sat down at the top of one hill for a rest & 
actually had a discussion about whether or not we would be 
able to maintain our speed & do another 13 miles in the 
remaining 6hrs!! Blimey, there I was running with 2 blokes 
who have done the hardest races in the world & we’re 
actually talking about trying to cover 13 miles in 6hrs & not 
the normal 1.30 to 1.45 we would normally do it in. 

We weren’t to worry though as we’d broken the back of the 
last leg & although it was still a bit hilly in places it wasn’t 
nowhere near as bad as the previous 65 miles had been. 
We upped our pace & cracked on hoping that no JCC 
runners would go past us, that wasn’t to be though as first 
one & then another & another went passed us, all of them 
were saying well done, congratulations telling us how 
brave/mad/mental we were, but it was nice to have the 
interaction & their comments were certainly helping me 
along as I was feeling very tired then. 

Onto checkpoint 11 & James was starting to seriously lag 
behind because an idiot on a motorbike had made him fall 
over twisting his ankle, he told Mark & myself to go on & 
he’ll make it back to the finish on his own, but running 70 
miles plus with someone doesn’t make you want to leave 
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them & so we slowed down a bit & waited at the next 
checkpoint for him to catch us up. A couple of painkillers 
later & we were on our way again with a swift walk through 
a very slippy harbour & then some good old fashioned 
tarmac to run on. At every checkpoint I’d been asking how 
many in front? How many have dropped out? How many 
more miles to the next one etc. This helped me along just 
by trying to keep all the numbers in my head & giving me 
something to concentrate on when I wasn’t concentrating 
on not falling off the cliffs. I’d worked out that we were 
somewhere in the top 15 or so & when I saw 3 other Oners 
ahead of us just before we reached the beach, it got the 
competitiveness in me going & I told the other 2 that if we 
took these 3 we’d get a top ten finish, Mark & myself went 
for it straight away & ended up dragging James with us as 
he was still in loads of pain with his ankle. We overtook 
them fairly easily but I still wanted to beat them by more & 
so didn’t let the pace drop for ages, a quick walk followed & 
Mark was continuously glancing behind us to check that 
they weren’t catching us up, if they jogged then we ran & so 
it went on until we reached the beach. A quick check 
behind & they weren’t there so we walked for a couple of 
minutes to try & get some energy back. Onto the beach 
proper & we saw the 3 Oners again, they’d cut through the 
side to get on the sands a bit quicker & so any distance 
advantage we’d had on them was now gone. I’d like to say 
that at this point we just carried on until the finish but we 
never, it was then eyeballs out time to try to get home in 
under 21hrs, we could see the marshal in the dunes & we 
were going great guns, James’s girlfriend Gemma was 
there taking photos of us as we ran in, we made it to the 
marshal in just over 21hrs, about 10 seconds over only for 
him to tell us that the finish was another ½ mile away!!!! 
Cue loads of swearing and gesticulating at that moment but 
Gemma reassured us that he was right & that it was no 
more than that little ½ mile left to run. 

Well we ran it; all 3 of us grinning like Cheshire cats 
splashing through all of the puddles on that home straight 
towards the finish to finish in a time of 21hrs 7mins. A truly 
awesome feeling of achievement swept over me as I went 
over the line, this was the longest & hardest race I had ever 
done & I felt very proud of myself & of James & Mark for 
running this remarkable race. 

 
The boys finish their “Oner” (Allan second left) 

I have a mantra by Ralph Waldo Emerson that I tell myself 
when things are getting a little tough & I certainly said it to 

myself more than once throughout the whole Oner 
experience 

“What lies behind you and what lies in front of you, pales in 
comparison to what lies inside of you.” 

I certainly saw what was behind & in front of me & I 
managed to catch a glimpse of what is inside of me during 
those 21hrs out on that coast. Will I do it again? Maybe, but 
the ultra world is big & I want to see a lot more of it." 
 

 Daffodil Dawdle – 28 March 

Results:  
Dave Ross (M40)   4:17 
Andy Stalley (M45)  4:18 
Steve Cooney (M40)  4:21 
Melanie Johnstone  5:00 
 
Steve reported:  
"On 28/03/10, 4 Collingwood runners travelled to 
Newmarket for the 21st Daffodil Dawdle 26.4 mile 
marathon which was virtually all off-road. The marathon 
involved navigating around Newmarket and the 
surrounding countryside following well written instructions. 

Andy Stalley and Steve Cooney had a good start. Dave 
Ross started with Mel Johnstone but soon joined the other 
two. Andy and Dave then kicked on together with Andy 
doing all the navigating. Everything was going well until the 
22 mile checkpoint when Dave took over the navigational 
duties. By 22.5 miles both Andy and Dave were hopelessly 
lost and had to rely on a helpful runner who found them 
wandering helplessly in the middle of nowhere. The runner 
pointed them in the right direction and they joined the 
correct route with about 2 miles to go. 

Dave Ross went past Andy with a mile to go and finished 
his 170th marathon in 4 hours 17 minutes. Andy Stalley 
finished his 121st marathon just a minute behind in 4 hours 
18 minutes. Steve Cooney was next and completed his 
107th marathon in 4 hours 21 minutes followed by Mel 
Johnstone who finished her 121st marathon in an official 
time of 5 hours exactly. Mel thought she had broken the 5 
hour mark since her Garmin showed a time of 4 hours 58 
minutes but there was a delay in the timer recording her 
time." 
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THIS MONTH’S 5km parkruns 

 
Spring’s finally on its way! 

March’s parkrun results were as follows: 

Sat 6  Banstead Woods parkrun  
13   Steve Cooney (M40)   19:57 
14  Bill Walsh (M45)   19:59 (cb) 
16  Shaun Cooney   20:09 
28  Andy Stalley (M45)  21:23 
72  Steve Martin (M50)  25:12 
83  Ruth Cottam (L40)  25:40 
101  Gill Stalley (L45)   28:19 (pb) 
130  Kate Knight (L50)  36:01 

Well done to Bill and Gill on new pbs 
 

 
Sat 6  Roundshaw Downs parkrun 

5   Keith Dunning (M45)   21:16 
41  Richard Fox (M40)  26:51 
55  Annette Helliwell (L50)  31:02 
58  Rupert Quested (M60)  31:26 

64  Dominic Fox (JM14)  32:59 

 
Sat 13  Banstead Woods parkrun 

8   Shaun Cooney    19:40 
9  Steve Cooney (M40)  19:52 
12  Bill Walsh (M45)   19:59 (=pb) 
23  Andy Stalley (M45)  21:20 
71  Ruth Cottam (L40)  25:51 
88  Gill Stalley (L45)   28:13 (pb) 

129  Kate Knight (L50)  35:40 

 
Well done to Gill on a new pb! 

 

Sat 13  Roundshaw Downs parkrun 
4   Richard Fox (M40)   19:29 
6  Martin Lloyd (M45)  20:23 (cb) 
8  Keith Dunning (M45)  20:51 
14  Nicola Stevenson  22:53 (pb) 
25  Graham Humphris  25:00 (cb) 
33  Annette Helliwell (L50)  27:35 
40  Rupert Quested (M60)  28:58 
46  Dominic Fox (JM14)  31:12 
53  Gail Donaghue   34:21 
Well done to Nicola on a pb and 1st lady. 

 
Well done Graham on a new course best. 

 

Sat 20  Banstead Woods parkrun 
8   Richard Fox (M40)   19:20 (cb) 
12  Shaun Cooney   19:56 
15  Steve Cooney (M40)  20:28 
17  Bill Walsh (M45)   20:35 
31  Andy Stalley (M45)  21:58 
80  Ruth Cottam (L40)  26:22 
84  Kate Langley   26:57 
100  Gill Stalley (L45)   28:29 
131  Dominic Fox (JM14)  32:49 
143  Kate Knight (L50)  36:55 

Well done to Richard on a course best. 
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Sat 20  Roundshaw Downs parkrun 
7   Keith Dunning (M45)   20:45 
15  Nicola Stevenson  22:41 (pb) 
16  Martin Lloyd (M45)  22:42 
42  Annette Helliwell (L50)  27:46 
51  Rupert Quested (M60)  30:18 

59  Alex Helliwell   34:29 

 
Well done to Nicky on a 13 second pb! 

 

Sat 27  Banstead Woods parkrun 
6   Shaun Cooney    19:50 
7  Steve Cooney (M40)  19:59 
21  Andy Stalley (M45)  21:25 
53  Nigel Pointer (M50)  24:34 
70  Ruth Cottam (L40)  25:49 
71  Ray Sullivan (M40)  25:50 
85  Kate Langley   26:51 
96  Gill Stalley (L45)   28:11 (pb) 

158  Kate Knight (L50)  37:00 

 
Ruth and Ray 

 

Sat 27  Roundshaw Downs parkrun 
8   Martin Lloyd (M45)   20:24 
9  Bill Walsh (M45)   20:41 
10  Richard Fox (M40)  20:55 
37  Doug White (M55)  27:03 
45  Rupert Quested (M60)  29:24 
50  Rob Wilson (M75)  30:27 
63  Dominic Fox (JM14)  34:50 

 
FORTHCOMING EVENTS 
 

May 2010         
Sun 2  Sutton 10k Beddington Park. Surrey Road League. 

Thur 6  Dave Clarke 5k Nonsuch Park, 7:30pm 

Wed 12 Forbanks Relay 3 x 2.6 miles, 7:30pm, 
Beckenham. £7.50 per team. 

Sun 16  Richmond Half Surrey Road League, Surrey 
Champs 

Sun 23  Dorking 10 Surrey Road League, Surrey Champs 
 

June 2010       
Mon 7 - Fri 11  Tour of Epsom & Ewell  
5 consecutive evenings. Mon-Thur 7:30pm, Fri 6:30pm 

Sun 20  Richmond 10k  Formerly Dysart Dash 
 

July 2010       
Thur 1  Nonsuch Relay Nonsuch Park. 4 x 1.87 miles, 7pm. 

Sat 17  Elmore 7 Surrey Road League. Chipstead 

Sun 25  Elmbridge 10k  Surrey Road League 

Remember to check the web site for more information for 
specific club nominated races: 
http://www.collingwoodac.org.uk/events.html 
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HANDY HINTS & TIPS 
How cross-training can benefit your running 
Cross-training is any sport or exercise that supplements your 
main sport -- in this case, running. Whether you're a 
beginner runner or an experienced marathoner, you can 
benefit from cross-training. 

Here are several reasons why runners should cross-train: 
 

 It helps balance your muscle groups. Cross-training 
helps strengthen your non-running muscles and rests 
your running muscles. You can focus on specific 
muscles, such as your inner thighs, that don't get 
worked as much while running and may be weaker than 
your running muscles. 

 You'll maintain or even improve your cardiovascular 
fitness. Many cross-training activities are great 
cardiovascular workouts, so they build on those similar 
benefits of running. 

 It reduces your chance of injury. By balancing your 
weaker muscles with your stronger ones, you'll help 
reduce your chance of injury. Participating in low-impact 
cross training activities, such as swimming or aqua-
jogging, will also lessen the stress on your joints, which 
are often a sore spot for runners. 

 You'll avoid getting bored with running. Running day 
after day will eventually burn out even the most hard-
core running enthusiast. Cross-training gives runners a 
much-needed mental break from their sport, which is 
especially important for those training for long-distance 
events such as marathons. 

 You can continue to train with certain injuries, while 
giving them proper time to heal. Runners suffering 
from injuries are sometimes told by their doctor to take a 
break from running during their injury recovery. But, with 
certain injuries, it is possible to continue with cross-
training. Cross-training can help injured runners 
maintain their fitness and deal better with the frustration 
of being sidelined from running. 

 

When should I Cross-Train? 

The amount of cross-training you do really depends on how 
you're feeling -- both mentally and physically.  

In general, if you're a recreational runner, try to supplement 
your 3-4 days of running with 2-3 days of cross-training. If 
you're a competitive runner and run 4-6 days a week, you 
can substitute a low-intensity cross-training workout for an 
easy run or a rest day on 1-2 days week. Cross-training can 
also be great for runners who are travelling and may not be 
able to run outside or on a treadmill, but have access to 
other sports. 

If you're dealing with an injury and sidelined from running, 
you may need to cross-train more frequently. Talk to your 
doctor or physical therapist to get advice on how much you 

should cross-train and what activities are best for your 
specific injury. 

Some runners, both beginners and experienced runners, 
may hit periods in their training when they are feeling bored 
or uninspired to run. Cross-training can be a great way to 
work through those unmotivated phases. Taking a couple 
days off from running each week to do another activity can 
help get you excited to return to running.  

Here are some of the more popular cross-training activities 
among runners: 

 

Swimming: Swimming is an excellent cross-training activity 
for running because it's not weight-bearing, so it gives your 
joints (which take a lot of stress when you're running) a 
break. It allows you to build strength and endurance, and 
also improve flexibility. It's a great balance for running 
because you'll really work your upper body, while giving your 
leg muscles a breather. Swimming is especially 
recommended for people who are prone to running injuries 
or are recovering from an injury. Some runners also find it 
very relaxing and meditative. 

 

Aqua-jogging or Water Running: 
This is a great alternative for 
injured runners or as a substitute 
for an easy running day. It's also 
a smart way to get in your runs 
during hot and humid weather. 
While you can run in the water 

without flotation aids (vests, belts, etc), you’ll find the 
workout to be easier with them. 

 

Cycling or Spinning: Cycling and spin classes are also 
great low-impact ways to boost your cardiovascular fitness 
and strength, especially your quads and glutes. 

 

Elliptical: You'll get a total body cardiovascular workout on 
the elliptical machine. Their oval-like (ellipse) motion 
provides the user with the feel of classic cross-country skiing, 
stair climbing, and walking all in combination. You can 
program the elliptical to move in either a forward or 
backward motion, so you can work all the major muscles in 
your legs. Because the muscles used on the elliptical are 
similar to those you use when running, the machine is a 
good low-impact alternative when an injury prevents you 
from running. 

 

Walking: Walking is a good activity to substitute for an easy 
running day, especially if you're recovering from a long run 
or speed workout. With certain injuries, you may be able to 
walk pain-free, and speed-walking is a good way to maintain 
cardiovascular fitness while you're recovering. 
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Rowing: An excellent 
cardiovascular, low-impact activity, 
rowing strengthens the hips, 
buttocks, and upper body. Just 
make sure you learn proper the 
rowing technique to maximize the 
benefits of this activity and avoid 

injury. 

 

Strength (or Weight) Training: Strength training allows 
runners to improve the strength in their running muscles, 
create balance between unbalanced muscle groups, and 
focus on keeping their legs strong during injury recovery. 
You can do either resistance training, where you use your 
own weight for resistance (pushups, for example), or weight 
training, where you use weights (free or machine) for 
resistance (leg press, for example). Strength training is an 
excellent opportunity to strengthen your core, which helps 
runners avoid fatigue and maintain their form. 

 

Yoga: Yoga offers some of the 
same benefits as strength 
training, since you'll use your 
body weight as resistance to 
strengthen your muscles. You'll 
also improve your flexibility since 

it involves a lot of stretching. Many runners find yoga a great 
way to relax after a long run or tough workout. 

As they say; variety is the spice of life and so perhaps you 
might consider applying that variety to your training regime 
to the benefit of your running – both in terms of motivation 
and your performance. 

 

SOCIAL 
Dave is keen to take any other ideas you may have for social 
events for the club, so pass them on to Dave either at a club 
night or via email to: runningman67@yahoo.co.uk 

Current considerations include paint-balling, go-karting, and 
bowling! 

 

Quiz Nights 
Croygas (our HQ) runs a number of quiz nights which 
Collingwood members are most welcome to participate in. 
The last event attracted two Collingwood teams and was a 
great social evening. 

The date of the next monthly Friday night quiz is scheduled 
for Friday 30 April. Teams of 6 people max, cost is £2 a 
head with an 8pm start.  

Drop Martin an email if you’re interested: 
martyll@btinternet.com 
 

PICTURE OF THE MONTH 

 
 

GET SOME IN! 
If you’d like to submit a race report, have some news or have 
any other items of interest, send your stuff to Alison Fox: 
pressofficer@collingwoodac.org.uk 

Please note that the cut off for your race results is 9pm on 
Sunday night as press submissions are required on Monday 
morning.  

 

ANY OTHER BUSINESS? 
Pics If you are planning to come along and support any of 
the races our club runs, please also bring your digital 
camera or use the camera on your phone to take a few pics. 
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